The radio counterparts to the IRAS Redshift Survey galaxies are identified in the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) catalog. Our new catalog of the infrared flux-limited (S 60µm ≥ 2 Jy) complete sample of 1809 galaxies lists accurate radio positions, redshifts, and 1.4 GHz radio and IRAS fluxes. This sample is six times larger in size and five times deeper in redshift coverage (to z ≈ 0.15) compared with those used in earlier studies of the radio and far-infrared (FIR) properties of galaxies in the local volume. The well known radio-FIR correlation is obeyed by the overwhelming majority (≥ 98%) of the infrared-selected galaxies, and the radio AGNs identified by their excess radio emission constitute only about 1% of the sample, independent of the IR luminosity. These FIR-selected galaxies can account for the entire population of late-type field galaxies in the local volume, and their radio continuum may be used directly to infer the extinction-free star formation rate in most cases. Both the 1.4 GHz radio and 60 µm infrared luminosity functions are reasonably well described by linear sums of two Schechter functions, one representing normal, late-type field galaxies and the second representing starbursts and other luminous infrared galaxies. The integrated FIR luminosity density for the local volume is (4.8 ± 0.5) × 10 7 L ⊙ Mpc −3 , less than 10% of which is contributed by the luminous infrared galaxies with L F IR ≥ 10 11 L ⊙ . The inferred extinction-free star formation density for the local volume is 0.015 ± 0.005 M ⊙ yr −1 Mpc −3 .
Introduction
The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS; Neugebauer et al. 1984) was the first telescope with sufficient sensitivity to detect a large number of extragalactic sources at mid-and far-infrared wavelengths. The IRAS survey covering 96% of the sky detected a sample of ≈ 20, 000 galaxies complete to 0.5 Jy 3 in the 60 µm band, the majority of which had not been previously cataloged. While most of these are late-type galaxies with modest infrared luminosity (L IR /L B = 0.1 − 5), some extremely bright galaxies emitting most of their light in the infrared wavelengths were also detected (L IR ≥ 10 12 L ⊙ , L IR /L B ≥ 50; de Jong et al. 1984 -see review by Sanders & Mirabel 1996) . Their observed FIR lu-3 1 Jansky (Jy) = 10 −26 W Hz −1 m −2 . 1 minosity can reasonably be explained by ongoing star formation and starburst activity, but some of the most luminous infrared galaxies may host an active galactic nucleus (AGN).
There are several important reasons for investigating the radio properties of FIR-emitting galaxies. First of all, the observed radio emission may be used as a direct probe of the very recent star forming activity in normal and starburst galaxies (see a review by Condon 1992) . Nearly all of the radio emission at wavelengths longer than a few cm from such galaxies is synchrotron radiation from relativistic electrons and free-free emission from H II regions. Only massive stars (M > ∼ 8 M ⊙ ) produce the Type II and Type Ib supernovae whose remnants (SNRs) are thought to accelerate most of the relativistic electrons, and the same massive stars also dominate the ionization in H II regions. This results in an extremely good correlation between radio and far-infrared emission among galaxies (Harwit & Pacini 1975 , Condon et al. 1991a . While the use of radio continuum as a star-formation tracer has been suggested before, the validity and details of the method has not yet been quantified fully. By examining the radio properties of a large sample of FIR-selected galaxies, we plan to address the utility of radio continuum emission as a probe of star-forming activity in detail, including its limitations and the magnitude of systematic errors.
Another important reason for examining their radio properties is to investigate the frequency and energetic importance of AGNs among FIRbright galaxies. If a luminous AGN is present, then the associated radio continuum, in excess of the level expected from the star formation, may be detected. The presence of a moderately compact nuclear radio continuum source is not a sufficient proof that an AGN is the source of the observed luminosity. On the other hand, absence of significant radio emission associated with AGN activity may indicate that AGNs are not energetically important, at least among the FIR-selected galaxies (e.g. Crawford et al. 1996) .
This radio study of the FIR-selected galaxies is particularly timely and relevant in light of the recent exciting discovery of highly obscured and luminous submm sources at cosmological distances (Smail, Ivison, & Blain 1997; Hughes et al. 1998; Barger et al. 1999; Eales et al. 1999) . Though optically unremarkable, these dusty galaxies may dominate the star formation and metal production at z ≥ 2. The majority of these submm galaxies may be too faint optically to yield their redshifts even with the largest telescopes, and deep radio imaging observations such as with the VLA may be the only way of identifying and inferring their redshift distribution and star formation rate for now (Carilli & Yun 1999 , Smail et al. 2000 . Therefore, understanding the radio properties of the FIR/submm-selected galaxies in the local universe may offer a valuable insight into interpreting the nature of these highly obscured galaxies in the early universe.
In the study of an optically selected sample of 299 normal and irregular galaxies, Condon, Anderson, & Helou (1991a) found a non-linear relation between radio, FIR, and B-band luminosity, independent of Hubble type. Studies of an IRASselected galaxy sample by Lawrence et al. (1986;  303 galaxies in the North Galactic Pole), Unger et al. (1989; 156 galaxies in the South Galactic Pole), and Condon et al. (1991a; 313 galaxies in the IRAS Bright Galaxy Sample [BGS] ) extended the observed tight correlation between radio and FIR luminosity to the most luminous galaxies in the local universe. The FIR emission of galaxies is sensitive to environmental effects, and density inhomogeneity such as clustering can complicate the derivation of a luminosity function (e.g. Oliver et al. 1996) . Therefore a study involving the largest possible volume, bigger than large-scale structures such as cosmic walls and voids, is highly desirable. The aim of this paper is to conduct a new extensive analysis of radio and FIR emission in starforming galaxies using the largest sample available. Our IRAS-selected sample with full redshift data is six times larger (1809 galaxies) in size and five times deeper in distance than all similar studies and covers over 60% of the sky. Therefore our results should be more immune to such spatial inhomogeneity and statistical fluctuations. Both the normal late-type galaxies and interaction/mergerinduced high luminosity galaxies are included in our sample, and possible differences between their luminosity functions are examined.
An accurate derivation of the local radio and FIR luminosity functions also allows the determination of the local radio and FIR luminosity densities and thus an extinction-free estimate of the local star formation rate (SFR). For this reason, all cluster galaxies are also explicitly included in our analysis, unlike some of the previous studies. Most existing estimates of the local SFR are based on either UV continuum or optical emission line studies (Gallego et al. 1995; Lilly et al. 1996; Treyer et al. 1998; Tresse & Maddox 1998) that are subject to highly uncertain extinction corrections (e.g. Meurer et al. 1997 , Steidel et al. 1999 . Optically thin FIR and radio continuum emission provides an inherently extinction-free estimate of star formation rate and a good calibration for the UV and optical techniques.
The organization of the paper is as follows. The sample selection and the correlation of the radio and FIR properties are described in §2. The well known radio-FIR correlation is examined in detail, and "radio-loud," "radio-excess," as well as "infrared-excess" galaxies are identified in §3 & §4. The radio and FIR luminosity functions for the local volume are derived, and inferences are made on the nature of these luminosity functions in §5. Finally, the frequency of the AGNs and their energetic importance are discussed, and the infrared luminosity density is derived and discussed in terms of the star formation rate in the local volume in §6. The strengths and limitations of using the radio-continuum luminosity density for measuring the star formation rate and cosmic star formation history are also discussed.
Sample Selection and Data Analysis
The main catalog used for our sample selection is the 1.2 Jy IRAS Redshift Survey catalog 4 (Strauss et al. 1990 , 1992 , Fisher et al. 1995 . This catalog contains 9897 sources selected from the IRAS Point Source Catalog (PSC) by the following criteria: S 60µm > 1.2 Jy, (S 60µm ) 2 > (S 12µm × S 25µm ), and |b| > 5
• (Strauss et al. 1992) . Of the 9897 sources covering 87.6% of the sky, approximately 5321 are galaxies and 14 were of unknown type as of 1995 February 6. Among the non-galaxian sources are HII regions, stars, cirrus, and planetary nebulae.
The matching radio data for the FIR-selected sample were obtained from the recently completed NRAO VLA Sky Survey ). The NRAO VLA Sky Survey was made with D and DnC configurations of the Very Large Array at a frequency of 1.4 GHz and an angular resolution of 45 ′′ . Observations began in 1993 and extended into 1997, covering the celestial sphere above δ = −40
• . The final NVSS catalog contains ≈ 1.8×10 6 sources, including most of the galaxies in the IRAS Faint Source Catalog, which has a flux limit of S 60µm ≈ 0.3 Jy. Both the IRAS redshift catalog and the NVSS catalog have well-known limitations in their completeness (see above). To construct an unbiased complete sample for statistical analysis, we selected objects at δ ≥ −40
• and located away from the Galactic plane (|b| ≥ 10
• ). The redshift data are complete only for the subsample with S 60µm ≥ 2 Jy (Strauss et al. 1992 ), and we adopted this flux cutoff for completeness. The sensitivity of the NVSS survey is about 0.5 mJy beam −1 (1σ), sufficient to detect all sample galaxies with S/N > 20.
We first constructed a catalog of FIR-selected galaxies with 1.4 GHz radio counterparts by crosscorrelating the 9897 sources in the 1.2 Jy IRAS Redshift Survey with the radio sources in the NVSS database using a program based on a software written by W. Cotton. We sought radio counterparts in the NVSS catalog within 30 ′′ of the IRAS PSC positions, and unique counterparts were found in nearly all cases. This search radius is twice the size of the typical 1σ error ellipse in the IRAS PSC, and the probability of finding an unrelated NVSS source within each search radius is less than 6 × 10 −4 (see Langston et al. 1990 ). Two or more radio counterparts were found in 19 cases -about three times larger than expected from chance superposition. Examination of these multiple matches revealed that they are mostly multiple NVSS components produced by a single galaxy with a large angular extent (e.g., M82). Because the NVSS is a snapshot survey, some of the extended disk emission in galaxies with a large angular extent was missed. Therefore the 1.4 GHz fluxes for the 134 large late-type galaxies and multiple matches were replaced with the measurements made in the multiple-snapshot study of bright spiral galaxies and the IRAS BGS galaxies by Condon (1987) and Condon et al. (1990) . Only 25 cases required corrections larger than 30%. The IRAS fluxes are from the PSC, but those for the galaxies with optical diameter larger than 8 ′ are replaced by the imaging measurements by Rice et al. (1988) . The 1.4 GHz and 60 µm luminosities were calculated using the following relations:
where D is the distance in Mpc 5 , and S 1.4GHz and S 60µm are flux densities in units of Jy. This 60 µm luminosity (L 60µm ) is the luminosity contribution from the IRAS 60 µm band to the FIR luminosity
(see Helou et al. 1988) and is related to another commonly cited quantity "νL ν (60 µm)" (e.g. Soifer et al. 1987 , Saunders et al. 1990 as L 60µm = 0.69 × νL ν (60 µm). Our final catalog of the IRAS 2 Jy Galaxy Sample sources meeting our selection criteria contains 1809 galaxies. The names, radial velocities, optical magnitudes, 1.4 GHz and 60 µm luminosities, and FIR/radio flux ratios q (see Eq. 5) of the 161 luminous FIR galaxies having L 60µ ≥ 10 11.3 L ⊙ are given in Table 1 . We plan to publish the full catalog in an electronic form elsewhere.
The distribution of 1.4 GHz radio luminosity for the IRAS 2 Jy sample is shown as a function of galaxy redshifts in Figure 2 . Low-luminosity galaxies drop out quickly with increasing redshift due to the IRAS 60 µm flux cutoff at 2 Jy, but the infrared luminous galaxies are present to z = 0.16. Therefore, our IRAS 2 Jy sample is not only 6 times larger in the sample size compared with similar previous studies, it also includes sources 5 times further away in the redshift domain as well. The bona fide radio-loud objects in the sample are PKS 1345+12, 3C 273, and NGC 1275, 5 H• = 75 km s −1 Mpc −1 is assumed throughout this paper. 6 The IRAS 100 µm flux is not available for a small subset of the IRAS redshift catalog sources, but all such sources are excluded from our complete sample by other selection criteria.
all of which stand out clearly in Figure 2 with L 1.4GHz ≥ 1.5 × 10 25 W Hz −1 . Determining the fraction of infrared-luminous objects that are also radio loud (due to the presence of an AGN) is one of the key questions we address later (see §4). One immediate result from this study is the determination of accurate positions for the IRAS Redshift Survey sources. The positions of IRAS sources such as found in the IRAS Point Source Catalog are only accurate to about 15 ′′ (1σ). In comparison, the source coordinates given by the NVSS catalog have ∼ 1 ′′ rms uncertainties, sufficient for a secure identification of the sources even in a crowded or confused field. For example, the IRAS position error ellipse for the interacting pair IRAS 12173−3514 falls between the two widely separated optical galaxies (see Figure 3 ) while the NVSS catalog identifies the northern galaxy as the dominant source.
The histogram of position offsets between the IRAS PSC and NVSS (Figure 4) shows that the position offset is less than 10 ′′ in over 2/3 of all cases, and this is consistent with the expectation from the IRAS position error.
Radio-FIR Correlation
The correlation between the radio and FIR luminosity in galaxies is one of the tightest and best-studied in astrophysics. It holds over five orders of magnitude in luminosity (Price & Duric 1992) , and its nearly linear nature is interpreted as a direct relationship between star formation and cosmic-ray production (Harwit & Pacini 1975; Rickard & Harvey 1984; Helou et al. 1985; Wunderlich & Klein 1988) .
Evidence for non-linearity in this relation was discussed by and Cox et al. (1988) for magnitude-limited samples of spiral galaxies. Price & Duric (1992) later showed that radio emission can be separated into free-free and synchrotron emission and suggested that the latter causes a greater than unity slope at lower frequencies.
Observed Radio-FIR Correlation
The plot of 1.4 GHz radio luminosity versus 60 µm FIR luminosity for our IRAS 2 Jy sample galaxies ( Figure 5a ) shows a nearly linear correlation spanning over 5 decades in luminosity. The three noteworthy features are: (1) a unity slope; (2) steepening of the relation at low luminosity (L 60µm ≤ 10 9 L ⊙ ); and (3) a higher dispersion for luminosities above L 60µm ≥ 10 10.5 L ⊙ .
A formal fit to the observed radio-FIR luminosity correlation yields
(4) The overall trend is indistinguishable from a pure linear relation since the overwhelming majority of FIR-selected galaxies have L 60µm between 10 9−11.5 L ⊙ . The observed strong correlation is accentuated by the distance effect, but the plot of the observed radio and 60 µm fluxes (Figure 5b ) also shows a linear trend spanning nearly three orders of magnitude in flux. In both plots, the scatter is about 0.26 in dex.
There is a systematic tendency of galaxies with L 60µm ≤ 10 9 L ⊙ to appear below the best-fit line in Figure 5a , and the diminished radio emission of these galaxies may contribute to the previously reported "non-linear" trend in the radio-FIR relation among optically selected galaxy samples (e.g. Condon et al. 1991a ). Such a deviation from the linear relation can occur if the FIR or radio luminosity is not directly proportional to the star forming activity. Dust heating by low mass stars ("cirrus" emission) may contribute only to the observed FIR emission (Helou 1986; Lonsdale-Persson & Helou 1987; Cox et al. 1988; Devereux & Eales 1989) . Alternatively, the radio luminosity of less luminous (and generally less massive) galaxies may be low if cosmic-ray loss by diffusion is important (Klein et al. 1984; Chi & Wolfendale 1990) . Because this sample is FIR selected, there is a potential bias towards sources with higher FIR/radio flux density ratios (see Condon & Broderick 1986) . On the other hand, low FIR luminosity sources with relatively high FIR/radio ratios may be missed systematically, possibly offsetting the first potential bias.
Deviation from the Linear Relation
The presence of any non-linearity or any increase in the dispersion of the radio-FIR correlation may be seen more easily by examining the "q" parameter (Condon et al. 1991a 
where S 60µm and S 100µm are IRAS 60 µm and 100 µm band flux density in Jy (see Helou et al. 1988) . Therefore q is a measure of the logarithmic FIR/radio flux-density ratio. For most galaxies in the IRAS Bright Galaxy Sample q ≈ 2.35, but some galaxies have smaller q values due to an additional contribution from compact radio cores and radio jets/lobes (Sanders & Mirabel 1996) . Optically selected starburst galaxies (interacting/Markarian galaxies) have about the same q values as normal galaxies, and the radio-FIR flux ratio appears to be independent of starburst strength (e.g. Lisenfeld, Volk, & Xu 1996) .
The q values for the IRAS 2 Jy sample were computed using Eq. 5 and are shown in Figure 6 . The mean q value for the entire sample is 2.34 ± 0.01, which is in good agreement with q values typically found in other star-forming galaxies. In fact, the 98% of galaxies in our IRAS 2 Jy sample are found between the two dotted lines which mark the five times excess and deficit of radio emission with respect to mean q = 2.34 (solid horizontal line).
The effects of measurement errors and source confusion can be estimated from the dispersion in the q value in Figure 6 . Before the radio fluxes for galaxies with large angular extent were corrected using the measurements by Condon (1987) , several objects with unusually large q values (q ≥ 3) were found -resulting from the missing extended flux. One object, NGC 5195, also turned out to include incorrect IRAS fluxes in the IRAS redshift catalog, confused with its brighter companion M51. Using the correct IRAS fluxes, its q = 2.68 became much closer to the sample mean value. Similarly, IRAS 02483+4302 is a well known quasar-galaxy pair and another case of source confusion. Its 1.4 GHz flux was corrected using the measurement by Crawford et al. (1996) . These occurrences are consistent with the expected source confusion statistics discussed earlier ( §2.3). The direct com-parison of Figure 6 with a similar plot in Condon et al. (1991a) suggests that the measurement errors and confusion effects are nevertheless small and comparable to those of the bright spiral sample and the IRAS BGS sample analyzed by Condon et al.
There are good reasons to believe that galaxies with much larger or smaller q values are inherently different. Firstly, there are several objects whose smaller q values are the result of significant excess radio emission associated with AGNs (see §4 for a further discussion). There are also a few infrared-excess objects which may be highly obscured compact starbursts or dust enshrouded AGNs (see §6.1 & §6.2), and some of the observed dispersion may arise at least in part from the variation in excitation or dispersion in dust temperature. The clustering of low-luminosity galaxies (L 60µm < ∼ 10 9 L ⊙ ) above the mean q = 2.34 in Figure 6 is another clue that the scatter in the q distribution is more than simply statistical in nature. This stems from the previously noted deviation from the linear radio-FIR relation ( §3.1), and it is also the source of a small gradient in q noted by Condon et al., due to a systematic decrease in radio emission among low luminosity galaxies. Lastly, the dispersion in the q values among the objects with L 60µm > 10 11 L ⊙ is significantly larger, σ q = 0.33. This larger scatter also manifests itself in Figure 6 as the disappearance of the dense core in the distribution near the mean. Helou et al. (1985) noted a similar increase in dispersion at high luminosity in their analysis of only 38 spiral galaxies and suggested that the radio-FIR correlation may break down for high luminosity sources. The new data suggest that the correlation still holds but the dispersion is indeed increased (see below for possible explanations).
Radio-Loud and Radio-Excess Galaxies
Two different functional definitions of "radioloud" objects are found in the literature: one based on absolute radio power and the second based on a relative flux ratio (e.g. L radio /L opt ). The former are generally a subset of the latter. Here we call "radio-loud" only those galaxies hosting radio sources with L 1.4GHz ≥ 10 25 W Hz −1 . In contrast, we define "radio-excess" objects as galaxies whose radio luminosity is five times the value predicted by the radio-FIR correlation or larger (below the lower dotted line in Fig. 6 , i.e. q ≤ 1.64).
Radio-Loud Objects
It is clear from Figure 2 that there are only three radio-loud objects in our sample of 1809 galaxies, with several others approaching the radio-loud limit. Regardless of the exact statistics, the bona fide radio-loud galaxies are extremely rare among the infrared selected sample. We discuss below the three radio-loud objects in our original sample in detail. It appears that each object represents a special case, and their radio and FIR emission have physically distinct origins. PKS 1226+023 (3C 273) is a well-known QSO at z = 0.158 (Schmidt 1963) . It is a warm IRAS source (S 60µm /S 100µm = 0.76, T dust ∼ 44 K) and also the most luminous (log L 1.4GHz = 27.42 W Hz −1 ) radio source in our sample. Its elliptical host is somewhat brighter than the brightest galaxy in a rich cluster (M V = −22.1, Bahcall et al. 1997) and is probably located inside a poor cluster (Stockton 1980) . The large-scale radio structure from the VLA and MERLIN shows a compact, flat-spectrum core and a single jet extending about 23
′′ from the core at a position angle of 222
• (Conway et al. 1993) . Unlike the other two radio-loud objects discussed below, its infrared emission appears to be mostly the continuation of the non-thermal spectrum from optical to radio wavelengths, associated directly with the AGN. NGC 1275 (3C 84) is the central giant elliptical galaxy of the Perseus Cluster with a Seyfert 2 nucleus and may be accreting gas from the X-ray emitting intercluster medium via a cooling flow (Kent & Sargent 1979; Fabian et al. 1981) . The bulk of its 1.4 GHz radio continuum emission (log L 1.4GHz = 25.13 W Hz −1 ) comes from the core component less than 1 ′′ in size, but it also has a 10 ′ size extended radio structure that may be interpreted as an asymmetrical Fanaroff-Riley type I source whose jet axis lies close to the line-of-sight (Miley & Perola 1975; Pedlar et al. 1990 ). The FIR emission is attributed to an extended (∼ 30 ′′ ) distribution of dust, possibly from a kpc scale circumnuclear gas/dust structure accreted from a cluster interloper (Lester et al. 1995; Inoue et al. 1996) . Unlike the compact nuclear radio source, the 100 µm emission in NGC 1275 shows little evidence for variability (Lester et al. 1995) . Therefore, the FIR emission in NGC 1275 may be unrelated to the radio emission, which is dominated by the non-thermal emission from the AGN. PKS 1345+12 (4C 12.50) is the second most luminous radio source in our sample (log L 1.4GHz = 26.18). The optical galaxy has a double nucleus embedded in a distorted halo ∼ 85 kpc in diameter, indicating a merger system approaching the appearance of a cD galaxy (Mirabel et al. 1989; Shaw, Tzioumis, & Pedlar 1992) . This galaxy has a core-halo radio structure, and more than 95% of the flux at 2 cm wavelength is coming from a region smaller than 0 ′′ .05 (106 pc; van Breugel et al. 1984 ). The western nucleus shows a Seyfert 2 spectrum (Gilmore & Shaw 1986 ), and Veilleux et al. (1997) reported broad infrared recombination lines indicative of a hidden QSO. The eastern nucleus is associated with a compact steep-spectrum radio source with a double-lobe structure (Shaw et al. 1992) . The large infrared luminosity (log L F IR (L ⊙ ) = 11.9) makes it a genuine ultraluminous infrared galaxy with an extremely large gas content inferred from the CO observations (M H2 = 6.5 × 10 10 M ⊙ ; Mirabel et al. 1989 , Evans et al 1999 . Therefore it is one of the best candidates for studying a possible common origin for ultraluminous galaxies and powerful radio galaxies.
Radio-Excess Objects
One of the key objectives of this study is a quantitative analysis of the frequency and energetic importance of AGNs in FIR-selected galaxies. Assuming that radio excess is an AGN indicator, a total of 23 potential AGN hosts with q ≤ 1.64 are identified in our sample (see Table 2 ). The low frequency (23/1809 = 1.3%) of these radioexcess objects indicates that radio AGNs occur quite rarely among the infrared selected sample of normal and starburst galaxies. Among the FIR-luminous galaxies with log L F IR ≥ 11.3L ⊙ listed in Table 1 , there are only three radio-excess galaxies (IRAS 12173−3541, IRAS 12265+0219, IRAS 13451+1232). This fraction, 3/161 = 1.9%, is only marginally larger than the radio-excess fraction among the entire IRAS selected sample. Therefore the radio-excess fraction is generally only a few percent and is nearly independent of the infrared luminosity.
How does this result compare with the analysis of optically selected galaxy samples? have identified a total of 176 radio sources with S 1.4GHz ≥ 150 mJy among galaxies in Uppsala General Catalogue of Galaxies (Nilson 1973; hereafter UGC) . Judging by the radio morphology, radio-to-infrared flux density ratio, and infrared spectral index, 64 are identified as "starbursts" and 103 (59%) are identified as "monsters". There are four borderline cases while no infrared data are available for the remaining three. We find that the same distinctions could have been made using their radio-to-FIR flux ratio alone. Among the "monsters" in the UGC sample, only 6 galaxies (UGC 2188, 2669, 3374, 3426, 8850, and 12608) are bright enough at 60 µm to be included in our sample, and all but UGC 2188 are identified as radio-excess by our analysis. The starburst/Seyfert galaxy UGC 2188 (NGC 1068) has q = 1.72 and is also marginally radio-excess (about 4 times larger radio luminosity than expected from the radio-FIR correlation). Therefore there is little overlap between the "monsters" in the UGC sample and our IRAS 2 Jy sample. This is mainly due to the relatively large radio flux cutoff used in the UGC study, which has introduced a strong bias in favor of radio bright AGNs. As the radio flux cutoff is lowered, the dominance of the star-forming galaxies emerges quickly as shown by the preliminary analysis of the UGC galaxies using the NVSS database ). The relative frequencies of "monsters" and starforming galaxies is addressed further in terms of their luminosity functions below.
The frequency of radio-excess objects derived above is strictly a lower limit to the overall frequency of AGNs among the IR selected galaxies. Radio luminosity of AGNs ranges over 10 orders of magnitudes (e.g. , Ho & Ulvestad 2000 , and radio-quiet AGNs might not be that rare in our sample. Nevertheless a large majority of luminous AGNs are radio sources and may be readily identified. For example, 84% (96/114) of Palomar Bright Quasar Survey sources have been detected by Kellermann et al. (1989) at 5 GHz using the VLA. Evidence for radio emission in excess of the inferred star formation activity level among high redshift dusty, radio-quiet QSOs has also been discussed by Yun et al. (2000) . To quantify the robustness of radioexcess as an AGN indicator, we have examined the radio properties of a sample of 48 Palomar-Green (PG) survey QSOs with IRAS detections reported by Sanders et al. (1989) . Ten of these sources were dropped from our analysis, either because the XS-CANPI analysis revealed the IRAS detections to be the results of confusion or because meaningful upper limits for the FIR and radio luminosity could not be obtained. Among the remaining 38 PG QSOs, only 23 have L 60µm > 10 11 L ⊙ . The radio-excess fraction among this subsample of FIR luminous QSOs is 12/23=52%, which greatly exceeds the frequency for our IRAS selected galaxy sample (see above).
7 Among the remaining 11 PG QSOs without the excess radio emission, Alloin et al. (1992) detected CO emission with inferred molecular gas mass larger than 10 10 M ⊙ in all three objects observed and argued that star formation may be responsible for the bulk of the FIR luminosity among these QSOs. Therefore the overall frequency of AGNs may be somewhat larger than inferred from the radio-excess alone -perhaps as much as twice as large in the case of the IRAS selected PG QSOs. Further discussions of the frequency of energetically dominant AGNs are found in the Discussion section ( §6), including the examination of the mid-infrared properties.
Radio and Far-infrared Luminosity Functions
With 1809 galaxies in our IRAS 60 µm fluxlimited sample, we should be able to derive the radio and FIR luminosity functions (LFs) for field galaxies in the local volume with significantly better statistics than previously possible. Since our sample covers a significantly larger solid angle and volume than the samples used previously, fluctuations produced by large-scale structures and clustering should be smaller. If there is a significant presence of radio AGNs contributing to our IRAS selected sample, not only they can be identified as a separate population in the derived radio and/or FIR luminosity functions, we can also determine the range of luminosity where their contribution is significant. Several different functional forms have been suggested previously for the radio and FIR luminosity functions of field galaxies, such as lognormal (Hummel 1981; Isobe & Feigelson 1992) , hyperbolic (Condon 1984) , two power-laws (Soifer et al. 1987) , and power law/Gaussian (Sandage et al. 1979; Saunders et al. 1990 ). These functional forms offer reasonable descriptions of the observed radio and FIR LFs with varying degrees of relative merit. All previously published studies, however, have unanimously rejected the traditional form proposed by Schechter (1976) as being too narrow to describe the observed radio or FIR LFs. This is surprising because Schechter function offers an excellent and robust description of the optical LFs of field galaxies and galaxy clusters (e.g. Shapiro 1971 , Schechter 1976 , Auriemma et al. 1977 , Efstathiou, Ellis, & Peterson 1988 . Extinction effects at optical wavelengths cannot explain this discrepancy because Schechter function also offers an excellent description of near-IR LFs of galaxies (Gardner et al. 1997; Szokoly et al. 1998; Loveday 2000) . Therefore the failure of the Schechter form is highly unusual and deserves further investigation.
Schechter Luminosity Function
Here we revisit the idea of describing the observed radio and FIR LFs in terms of Schechter functions for two important reasons. First, the Schechter function has a simple but sound theoretical basis as it follows from a theoretical analysis of self-similar gravitational condensation in the early universe (Press & Schechter 1974 ). The Schechter function has a form
where ρ * and L * are the characteristic density and luminosity of the population, and α describes the faint-end power-law slope for L ≪ L * (Schechter 1976) . Not only is the Press-Schechter formalism a well accepted paradigm for cosmological structure formation, but the Schechter function also describes the observed optical and near-IR LFs of field and cluster galaxies well as already mentioned. If star formation activity is an integral part of galaxy evolution and reflects the nature of the host galaxies, then the Schechter function should also offer a good description for the radio 8 and FIR LFs as it does for the optical and near-IR LFs.
Another reason for reconsidering the Schechter form is that the observed departure, namely the power-law tail at high luminosity end for the FIR LF, may have been a predictable consequence of the underlying theoretical consideration in the PressSchechter formalism. To be specific, the PressSchechter formalism for CDM structure formation predicts a mass function of the Schechter form, rather than a luminosity function. To make the logical connection between the observed LFs and the Press-Schechter formalism, one has to invoke a constant mass-to-light (M/L) ratio, which is a reasonable assumption at the optical and near infrared wavelengths. For starburst galaxies, on the other hand, a momentary jump in L/M by 2-3 orders of magnitudes is expected by definition, nearly entirely at the FIR wavelengths. Therefore, if the underlying mass distribution is of a Schechter form, the resulting FIR (and radio) LF should be a linear combination of a Schechter function (for field galaxies) and a high luminosity excess due to starburst galaxies. Hence, we pose a hypothesis that the observed radio and FIR LFs are indeed linear sums of two Schechter functions, one for the field galaxies and second for the starburst population. Choosing a Schechter form for the starburst population is largely for self-consistency. If this population is distinguished only by 2-3 orders of magnitude elevation in M/L, then a Schechter function should also represent a reasonable form for its LF. We examine this hypothesis by analyzing the derived radio and FIR LFs in detail below.
The characteristic Schechter parameters for the observed LFs are derived in two different ways. A luminosity function is the space density of the sample galaxies within a luminosity interval of ∆L centered on L. Thus the LF and associated uncertainty can then be derived "directly" as
where ρ m (L) is the measured luminosity density within the "magnitude" bin centered on luminosity L and V m is the sample volume appropriate for each of the N=1809 galaxies (Schmidt 1968; Felten 1976 ). The sample volume V m was determined by the IRAS 60 µm sensitivity limit of 2 Jy and the NVSS survey area as:
The sampled volume is further reduced by 18% due to the exclusion of the Galactic Plane and the omitted areas in the IRAS redshift survey. The Schechter parameters can also be derived from the observed luminosity distribution, n(L). For a randomly chosen sample, the distribution function n(L) is given by
where V (L) is the volume sampled. The distribution function can then be re-written as
where V * is the characteristic volume associated with L * . Given these analytical expressions for the luminosity distribution and luminosity function, a χ 2 analysis is performed on the observed ρ(L) and n(L) to deduce the characteristic Schechter parameters. The Schechter parameters derived from ρ(L) and n(L) are slightly different because the two methods are subject to slightly different systematic effects. In addition to the formal uncertainties given by the χ 2 analysis, the difference between the best-fit parameters derived by the two different methods offers a quantitative measure of the systematic errors in the derivations.
A potential source of confusion in comparing the derived LFs from one study to another is the definition of luminosity interval ∆L used. Both "per magnitude" and "per dex" are commonly used in the literature. We adopt "per magnitude (mag −1 )" in our derivations of radio and FIR luminosity functions. All published luminosity functions using "dex −1 " intervals (e.g. Saunders et al. 1990 ) are thus corrected by a factor of 2.5 before making any comparisons.
IRAS 60 µm Luminosity Function
The IRAS 60 µm luminosity distribution and luminosity function for the IRAS 2 Jy sample galaxies are constructed using 18 luminosity bins of log L 60µm (L ⊙ ) between 7.75 and 12.25 with a width of ∆ log L = 0.25. The computed 60 µm luminosity distribution and LF are tabulated in Table 4 along with the computed V /V m , which is a measure of the sampling completeness (Schmidt 1968; Felten 1976 ). These quantities are also shown graphically in Figure 7 along with the bestfit Schechter functions (see below). The luminosity distribution shown in Figure 7a nicely indicates that the most common objects in the IRAS 2 Jy sample have 60 µm luminosity of about 10 10 L ⊙ , typical of L * galaxies in the field.
The derived 60 µm LF is shown in Figure 7b and is compared with previous derivations by Soifer et al. (1987) and Saunders et al. (1990) . The general shape of the LF may be reasonably described as a power-law distribution, but two or more power-laws are needed to account for the detailed shape in the entire luminosity range. As discussed in the previous section ( § 5.1), a linear sum of two Schechter functions may make a good physical sense as a description for the radio and FIR luminosity functions, and indeed the derived analytical expressions shown in the solid and dashed lines match the the observed 60 µm LF closely. In deriving the best fit Schechter parameters, the faint end power-law slope α is assumed to be universal because it cannot be derived cleanly for the higher luminosity ("starburst") population. The characteristic luminosities L * derived from the 60 µm luminosity distribution (Figure 7a ) for the high-and low-luminosity populations are (21 ± 2) × 10 10 L ⊙ and (2.2 ± 0.4) × 10 10 L ⊙ , respectively, with the faint end power-law slope α = −0.81 ± 0.06. The best fit parameters can also be derived from the observed 60 µm luminosity functions (Figure 7b) , and they are (22 ± 2) × 10 10 L ⊙ and (2.3 ± 0.5) × 10 10 L ⊙ , with α = −0.82 ± 0.05 (see Table 5 for the summary and the χ 2 analysis).
A break in the FIR LF has previously been suggested by Smith et al. (1987) and Saunders et al. (1990) based on the optical morphology and infrared color. These authors had not offered any clear physical explanations for such a break seen near L 60µm = 10 11 L ⊙ , however. The combination of an even cleaner break seen in the 1.4 GHz radio LF (see below) and the excellent fits reported in Table 5 lend strong support for the two Schechter function description and the implied physical explanation in terms of an elevated mass-to-light ratio for the starburst population.
Significant differences are seen among the several 60 µm LFs compared in Figure 7b at the low luminosity end. Our 60 µm LF (filled circles) is smoother and has smaller error bars than those derived by Soifer et al. (1987) and by Saunders et al. (1990) because our sample size is 6 times larger. Our 60 µm LF dips below the Soifer et al. LF (empty squares) and the derived Schechter model near L 60µm < ∼ 10 8.5 L ⊙ . The 60 µm LF derived by Saunders et al. (1990;  empty circles) flattens even further, beginning around log L 60µm ∼ 9.5. This flattening is also seen in their Figure 2 , in comparison with that of BGS sample (Soifer et al. 1987) , Smith 2 Jy sample (Smith et al. 1987) , and Strauss & Huchra (1988) . One explanation for the different faint end slope may be the sample completeness as the surveys with particular emphasis on the completeness (e.g. Smith et al., Stauss & Huchra) tend to derive a steeper faint end slope. In contrast, Saunders et al. data probably suffers the worse completeness problem because their luminosity function is derived using a heterogeneous collection of several different surveys. The plot of V /V m (Fig. 7c) shows that our sample is distributed fairly uniformly within the sampling volume (V /V m ∼ 0.5).
The derived V /V m for our sample dips below 0.5 at log L 60µm < ∼ 8.5, albeit with large errorbars. This can be interpreted as an indication of local density enhancement and may be reflecting our special location within the local galaxy group and the local super-cluster. Derivation of LFs using the 1/V m method (Eq. 8) has been suggested to be susceptible to the large scale inhomogeneity, and the steep rise in the derived LF at the faint end may be an artifact of this bias. The steepest rise in the faint end slope is associated with the LF derived by Soifer et al. which also has the smallest sampling volume, in accordance with this expectation. Assuming the luminosity function has a universal form, Yahil et al. (1991) proposed a density-independent determination of the luminosity function by introducing a selection function which accounts for the distance effect. The Yahil et al. derivation of a double power-law form LF using an earlier version of the IRAS redshift catalog is shown as a dotted curve in Figure 7b . While the derived faint end slope is flatter and shallower than the LF we derive, it is also steeper and higher than the LF derived by Saunders et al. (also see their Fig. 7 ). Even such a density-independent method faces a fundamental limitation if the faint end slope is constrained by the low luminosity objects that are drawn mainly from the local volume with enhanced density. Therefore the analysis presented here suggests that the faint end behavior of the luminosity function is intrinsically poorly constrained. It should be noted, however, that these differences between the various LFs at low L do not have much effect on the implied star formation density discussed below ( §6.4) since the starformation rate is proportional to the LF multiplied by L, a function peaking at higher luminosity.
1.4 GHz Radio Luminosity Function
Because our sample is selected by the IRAS 60 µm band flux density, deriving the 1.4 GHz radio luminosity function for the same sample is not as straight forward as in the 60 µm LF case. In particular, the 1.4 GHz radio LF cannot be derived from the luminosity distribution (Eq. 11) because the volume sampled does not relate directly to the 1.4 GHz luminosity. Instead, the 1.4 GHz radio luminosity function is derived using the sampling volume corresponding to the IRAS 60 µm luminosity of each sample galaxy. The logic behind this calculation is that each sample galaxy contributes to the local number density at their respective luminosity bins in exactly the same manner for both the 60 µm and 1.4 GHz LF, and sample selection is reflected identically by the sample volume determined by the IRAS 60 µm flux limit.
The computed radio luminosity distribution and LF are tabulated in Table 6 along with the computed V /V m . These quantities are also shown graphically in Figure 8 along with the best-fit Schechter functions (see Table 7 ). The radio luminosity distribution, LF, and the V /V m plots are qualitatively similar to those of the IRAS 60 µm functions in Figure 7 , mainly because of the linear radio-FIR correlation (see §3 & §6.3). The derived 1.4 GHz radio LF, shown in Figure 8b , is flat at low luminosity end and falls off steeply beyond 10 22 W Hz −1 . A Schechter function (solid line) appears to be a good description for all low luminosity objects of L 1.4GHz ≤ 10 The presence of the luminous second population is more obvious in Figure 8b at L 1.4GHz ≥ 10 23 W Hz −1 . A full χ 2 analysis is not warranted for this population because of the small numbers of bins represented and the large observed scatter. Characteristic luminosity and density of L * = (1.4 ± 0.2) × 10 23 W Hz −1 and ρ * = (8.3 ± 0.8) × 10 −6 Mpc −3 mag −1 are derived assuming the same faint-end power law slope of α = −0.63, but these numbers should be taken only as illustrative values. The flux cutoff of 2 Jy at 60 µm and the resulting volume sampled are probably not sufficient to fairly represent these rarest objects with high luminosity.
The comparison of our radio LF (filled circles) with that of the flux limited sample of UGC galaxies by Condon (1989; open circles) shows that the low radio luminosity galaxies in our IRAS selected sample are nearly identical to the "starburst" galaxies (late type galaxies in the field, as opposed to "monsters") in the UGC catalog (see Figure 8b) . The small excess associated with the IRAS 2 Jy sample is entirely accounted by the cluster galaxy population. When all galaxies within the 3 Mpc projected diameter of the known clusters within 100 Mpc distance are removed, the resulting radio LF is indistinguishable from the UGC sample LF. The significance of this result is that there is a complete overlap between the optically selected late type galaxies and IRAS selected galaxies in the field. In other words, the measured radio luminosity may be used to infer star-forming activity for late-type galaxies in the field with the same level of confidence as using their FIR luminosity. Estimating the star-formation rate for an individual galaxy using its radio luminosity may still be uncertain by the magnitude of the observed scatter in Figure 6 , but such an analysis for an ensemble of galaxies should be significantly more reliable (see §6.5).
The comparison with the "monsters" in the UGC sample (open squares), which has a flat luminosity function, is more complicated. The 1.4 GHz radio LF for the "monsters" derived by Con-don is comparable to that of our IRAS selected galaxy sample for L 1.4GHz between 10 23 and 10
24
W Hz −1 , but the difference quickly grows to more than an order of magnitude at L 1.4GHz > ∼ 10 24 W Hz −1 . This disagreement at the highest luminosity is highly statistically significant, and it must be explained by the incompleteness in the IRAS 2 Jy sample. The LF of galaxies is a property of galaxies and not of the sample; the 1/V m weighting is supposed to correct for sample selection effects. With a sufficiently large sample of IRAS galaxies, the LF should equal the LF of optical/radio selected UGC galaxies, including both starbursts and monsters. The main reason that our IRAS total LF is lower than the UGC monster LF must be that NO "monsters" have been detected by IRAS in the highest luminosity bins. If even one or two were detected, they would have small V m values and hence large weights, bringing up the IRAS LF to agree with the UGC LF. Therefore, the second, more luminous population in the IRAS 2 Jy sample cannot be simply identified with the "monsters" in the UGC sample. Because these high luminosity objects also largely follow the same radio-FIR correlation as the low luminosity objects (see Fig. 5 ), the observation can be explained more naturally with our hypothesis that the high-luminosity excess represents a physically distinct second population, whose large luminosity is the manifestation of a burst of tidally or merger induced activities (see § 5.1). Possible contribution by luminous AGNs are discussed in greater detail below.
Discussion

High Luminosity Objects and Frequency of AGNs
Infrared-luminous galaxies with L F IR ≥ 10 11 L ⊙ (equivalently, L 1.4GHz ≥ 10 23 W Hz −1 ) are special objects because few normal disk galaxies in the local universe have such large luminosity. A complete list of 161 luminous infrared galaxies with L 60µ ≥ 10 11.3 L ⊙ is given in Table 1 . In addition to many well-known ultraluminous infrared galaxies (e.g. Arp 220), Seyferts, starburst, and HII galaxies are included in the list, and morphological descriptions of "interacting", "galaxy pairs", or "mergers" are common. More importantly, they may represent a distinct separate population from the late type field galaxies in the derived radio and FIR LFs (see §5).
The infrared color-color diagrams shown in Figure 9 provide a useful tool for probing the mean radiation field and dust composition. In analyzing the IRAS colors of field galaxies, Helou (1986) found a linear trend of increasing dust temperature with increasing luminosity as shown by the dashed parallel tracks in Figure 9 . The highluminosity objects (filled large circles) as a group show a systematically larger 60 µm to 100 µm flux ratio, which is an indication of warmer mean dust temperature (S 60µm /S 100µm ∼ 0.8, T dust ∼ 45 K). They also cluster near the upper left corner of Figure 9 , which indicates that the dust in these galaxies is exposed to hundreds of times stronger radiation field than that of the solar neighborhood. This clustering is broadly consistent with the intense starburst interpretation for these FIRluminous systems. Even though their FIR luminosity is on average 10 times smaller, the radioexcess objects (radio AGNs, shown as diamonds) show a similar IRAS color distribution as infrared luminous galaxies. An AGN produces its characteristic mid-IR enhancement by heating a small amount of dust in its immediate surroundings to a very high temperature. The observed similarity in the IR color between luminous starbursts and AGNs might indicate that the warm dust heated by stars may also be concentrated in a relatively small volume.
While an unambiguous distinction is not possible, a systematic separation among the late type field galaxies, infrared luminous galaxies, and radio AGNs becomes more apparent in the far-IR versus mid-IR color plot as shown in Figure 10 . The far-IR color of the FIR-luminous sample is clearly and systematically warmer than that of the late type field galaxies (small dots). The median S 60µm /S 100µm ratio for the FIR-luminous galaxies is about 0.8 (45 K for β = 1; see Helou et al. 1988) while it is about 0.5 (36 K for β = 1) for the field galaxies. The radio-excess objects show a similar range of the far-IR colors as the infrared luminous objects. In addition, they also show a systematic offset towards the warmer mid-IR color by about 0.5 in dex, separating themselves from the infrared luminous galaxies. Presence of hot dust in the circumnuclear region surrounding an AGN offers a plausible explanation for this mid-IR enhancement. Mid-IR excess with S 25µm /S 60µm ≥ 0.18 (right of the thin vertical line) has been empirically proposed as an indicator of an infrared AGN by de Grijp et al. (1985) . Indeed the radio-excess objects in our sample show the largest S 25µm /S 60µm ratios among all IRAS selected galaxies (see Figure 10) .
A total of 20 out of the 161 FIR-luminous objects in our IRAS 2 Jy sample have S 25µm /S 60µm ≥ 0.18. This fraction (20/161=12%) can be interpreted as an upper limit to the fraction of FIRluminous galaxies that may be powered primarily by an AGN. Genzel et al. (1998) found that an energetically dominant active nucleus is present in 20 to 30% of all FIR-ultraluminous galaxies based on the analysis of their mid-IR diagnostic diagram. This broad agreement is not surprising since both methods utilize the enhanced mid-IR emission as an indicator. The actual fraction of FIR-luminous galaxies powered by AGNs may be smaller still as discussed below. The total fraction of radio-excess objects among the mid-IR excess objects is only 10% (2 out of 20). Perhaps fortuitously, this fraction is similar to the frequency of radio-loud objects among optically identified QSOs (Kellermann et al. 1989; Hooper et al. 1995) .
The proposed separation of AGNs from star forming galaxies using the S 25µm /S 60µm flux ratio is not entirely supported by Figure 10 , however. Both the field galaxies and FIR-luminous galaxies show a broad general trend towards a higher S 25µm /S 60µm flux ratio with increasing S 60µm /S 100µm flux ratio. This trend is seen more clearly when each class of objects are considered separately, and this follows the expected behavior for an aging and evolving starburst. To quantify this trend, the color evolution track for a starburst galaxy computed by Efstathiou et al. (2000) is shown as a thick curve in Figure 10 . In this model, a starburst at its onset (top right end of the track) displays significant mid-IR emission contributed by the hot/warm dust directly exposed to the intense radiation field of the young massive stars. The predicted S 25µm /S 60µm ratio is comparable to the largest values observed for the FIR-luminous galaxies. As the starburst ages and the hot/warm dust cools, the starburst travels down along the track as shown in Fig. 10 . It is particularly interesting that this color evolution track closely hugs the proposed AGN separation line at S 25µm /S 60µm = 0.18 and outlines the right side boundary for the FIR-luminous objects in this plot. The treatment of the supernova ejecta in this model is such that the evolution track shown is essentially the right boundary for a family of possible evolution tracks, in agreement with the data shown here -see Efstathiou et al. (2000) for a detailed description of the model. The youngest starbursts (≤ 20 Myr) are predicted to appear well to the right of the AGN separation line, and this prediction is further supported by the fact that young starburst galaxies hosting massive Wolf-Rayet clusters such as NGC 1614, NGC 1741, and NGC 5253 show Seyfert-like mid-IR excess with S 25µm /S 60µm flux ratios of 0.22, 0.15, and 0.39, respectively, while they show no evidence for hosting an AGN. Therefore some caution should be taken for interpreting mid-IR excess as an AGN indicator, especially for galaxies with warm far-IR color.
The fact that an overwhelming majority of high-luminosity objects in our IRAS selected sample do not show mid-IR excess and have the same infrared color characteristics as the less luminous normal star forming galaxies would argue that most of them are powered by an intense starburst instead. The derived radio LF for the highluminosity objects in the IRAS 2 Jy sample being not consistent with that of the radio AGNs or "monsters" in the UGC sample of Condon (1989) also indicate that the majority of them may not be powered by an AGN. Further, about 30% (7/23) of the radio-excess objects appear to the left of the mid-IR excess line in Figure 10 , indicating that some of the radio AGNs do not contribute significantly to their host's infrared luminosity.
Nature of FIR-Excess Galaxies
There are nine objects in the IRAS 2 Jy sample with unusually large FIR/radio flux ratios with q ≥ 3. Three objects have S 60µm /S 100µm > 1 (T d = 60 ∼ 80 K), and the dust temperatures in these galaxies are among the highest in the sample. The strong temperature dependence in dust emissivity implies that a dramatic increase in FIR luminosity can result from only a slight increase in dust temperature. Similarly large S 60µm /S 100µm ratios are also found in in-frared quasars FSC 09105+4108 (Hutchings & Neff 1988) , FSC 13349+2438 (Beichman et al. 1986 ), FSC 15307+3252 (Cutri et al. 1994 ) and other luminous AGN host galaxies (see Yun & Scoville 1998) . Ironically, broad emission lines indicative of a luminous AGN have not been detected by optical or infrared spectroscopy among the FIR-excess galaxies observed to date. Evidence for large visual extinction and/or large gas and dust contents is present in the four best studied galaxies (NGC 4418, IRAS 08572+3915, IRAS 20087−0308, IRAS 22491−1808) .
Using the high resolution imaging of 8.4 GHz radio emission in the 40 ultraluminous galaxies in the IRAS Bright Galaxy Sample, Condon et al. (1991b) have shown that starburst regions in some of these galaxies are compact and dense enough to be opaque even at mid-IR and long radio wavelengths. Such compact and intense starbursts can indeed account for the large S 60µm /S 100µm ratios and high extinction at the same time. These infrared excess objects may actually represent a special phase in the starburst evolution.
The existing data, however, cannot uniquely distinguish whether these FIR-excess objects are powered by a dust enshrouded AGN or by a compact starburst. If a dense environment and associated large opacity is responsible for the observed infrared excess, then one cannot possibly probe the energy source directly since the central active region must be opaque -even for hard X-ray photons if the line of sight column density exceeds 10 24 cm −2 . If free-free absorption is responsible for the low 1.4 GHz flux, then dense ionized gas must fill most of the 1.4 GHz source volume (> 50 − 100 pc in size). Since the UV opacity is so high, an ionizing photon cannot travel very far before being absorbed by dust. Thus an extended, distributed source (a starburst) is favored over a single point source (an AGN) to account for the observed ionization.
What is more certain is that such a compact starburst phase or a dust-enshrouded AGN phase must be brief, perhaps only a few percent of the IR bright phase, because only nine out of 1809 sources show such infrared excess.
8 Converting significant fraction of the AGN luminosity into thermal dust emission requires a geometry for thoroughly enshrouding the AGN with dust. The paucity of FIR-excess objects in the IRAS 2 Jy sample thus argues strongly that FIR-luminous galaxies powered by luminous AGNs account for a very small fraction. The AGN-powered FIR-luminous galaxies may be in the radio-excess phase instead, but we have already established in § 4.2 that the radioexcess fraction is less than a few per cent, independent of luminosity.
Evidence for Non-linearity in the Radio-FIR Correlation
As a further test of the radio-FIR correlation, the IRAS 60 µm LF is plotted on top of the 1.4 GHz radio LF in Figure 11 after shifting the 60 µm LF along the x-axis using the linear radio-FIR relation in Eq. 4. The agreement is extremely good for the two LFs over a wide range of luminosity. A total of 1467 galaxies (81%) belong to the luminosity range between 10 21 and 10 23 W Hz −1 where the two LFs are essentially identical. The luminosity range over which the two LFs agree within a factor of two includes over 98% of the total sample. Thus, the similarity between the two LFs stems from the fact that the overwhelming majority of galaxies in our IRAS selected sample follow the same linear radio-FIR correlation.
Evidence for diminished radio emission among low-luminosity galaxies was discussed earlier (see §3.1 and in Fig. 6 ), but its collective impact on the radio and FIR LF appears to be minimal. This non-linearity among the low-luminosity galaxies should result in flattening of the radio LF with respect to the 60 µm LF. Indeed a hint of such an offset is seen in Figure 11 , but the difference is marginal. A more substantial difference is seen at the high luminosity end, where a dramatic increase in the radio LF over the 60 µm LF is seen near L 1.4GHz ∼ 10 23.5 W Hz −1 (L 60µm ∼ 10 11.5 L ⊙ ). While this may be interpreted as a sign of increased AGN activity associated with the high luminosity population, the falloff in the LF by an order of magnitude near L 1.4GHz ∼ 10 24 W Hz −1
is not consistent with such a supposition (see §5.2).
The frequency of radio-excess objects was found to excess objects are extremely rare.
be independent of luminosity in §4.2, and the constant AGN fraction should appear as a small and constant offset between the two LFs. A plausible explanation for the large scatter may be the small number statistics in the total numbers of objects and the AGN frequency in these bins.
FIR Luminosity Density and Local Star Formation Rate
The derivation of the integrated IRAS 60 µm luminosity density for the local volume is shown in Figure 12 . The derived 60 µm luminosity density integrated between L 60µm = 10 8 L ⊙ and 10 12 L ⊙ for the IRAS 2 Jy sample is 2.6 ± 0.2 × 10 7 L ⊙ Mpc −3 . This estimate lies midway between the values derived from the 60 µm LFs of Soifer et al. (1987) and "S17" of Saunders et al. (1990) . These differences arise mainly from the different behaviors of these LFs at low luminosity end (see Fig. 7b and  §5.3) , and the observed scatter can be interpreted as a measure of uncertainty resulting from the sample selection and clustering of galaxies. In all three cases, the integrated luminosity density reaches the asymptotic peak value near L 60µm = 10 11 L ⊙ , and the infrared luminous galaxies (L F IR ≥ 10 11 L ⊙ ) contribute less than 10% to the FIR luminosity density in the local volume (z ≤ 0.15).
Using Eq. 3 and assuming a median IRAS 60 µm to 100 µm flux ratio of 0.5 (see Figure 10 ), we estimate a local FIR luminosity density of (4.8 ± 0.5) × 10 7 L ⊙ Mpc −3 . This is midway between the values derived by Soifer et al. (∼ 9 × 10 7 L ⊙ Mpc −3 ) and Saunders et al. (4.2×10 7 L ⊙ Mpc −3 ). The derived FIR luminosity density can then be used to derive the extinction-free star formation rate (SFR) for the local volume assuming the observed FIR luminosity is proportional to the level of star forming activity.
A wide range of conversion relations between SFR and L F IR are found in the literature, based on either a starburst model or an observational analysis (e.g., Hunter et al. 1986 , Meurer et al. 1997 . Using the continuous burst model of 10-100 Myr duration by Leitherer & Heckman (1995) and Salpeter IMF with mass limits of 0.1 and 100 M ⊙ , Kennicutt (1998ab) derives a conversion relation appropriate for starbursts as
with about 30% uncertainty. The ratio between L 8−1000µm and L F IR (≡ L 40−120µm ) for the 60 IRAS BGS galaxies studied by Sanders et al. (1991) ranges between 1.15-2.0 with a median value of about 1.30. Based on actual measurements at both long and short wavelengths, Meurer et al. (1999) find the ratio is larger than 1.4 while Calzetti et al. (2000) find an average value of 1.75 for the five galaxies they examined in detail. Adopting a conservative ratio of 1.5 and using Eq. 13, we derive the star formation rate of 0.012 ± 0.004 M ⊙ yr −1 Mpc −3 for the local volume (z < ∼ 0.15). Since more than 90% of the local FIR luminosity density is contributed by normal, late-type field galaxies rather than by the starburst population, a conversion relation derived for late-type field galaxies may be more appropriate for the IRAS 2 Jy sample. The local star formation density derived using the conversion relation derived for the field galaxies by Buat & Xu (1996) is slightly larger, 0.015 ± 0.005 M ⊙ yr −1 Mpc −3 . Contribution from cold cirrus and smaller optical depth in late type galaxies add some uncertainty to the inference of star-formation rate from FIR luminosity (see Kennicutt 1998a for a detailed discussion).
The two different methods produce a consistent estimate for the local star formation density. In comparison, the the local SFR derived from the Hα luminosity density measured by Gallego et al. (1995) using the conversion relation given by Kennicutt (1998a) is 0.014 ± 0.007 M ⊙ yr −1 Mpc −3 . An important consequence is that the local SFR derived from the FIR luminosity density provides an independent estimate for z = 0 and lends a further support for the z = 0 normalization for the cosmic star-formation history models such as those by Blain et al. (1999; dashed line) and by Tan et al. (1999; solid line) as well as support for the larger extinction correction for all UV derived values as proposed by Steidel et al. (1999) and others (see Figure 13) .
The SFR derived from the FIR luminosity density may be an overestimate if the observed FIR includes a significant contribution from dust heated by an AGN or by interstellar radiation field. The frequency of the radio-excess objects in our sample is only about 1%, independent of luminosity. And the overall frequency of AGNs (including radioquiet) may be as high as 10% if only one out of ten AGNs produces significant radio emission. Some AGN contribution to the total FIR luminosity density is undoubtedly present, but it is nevertheless not likely to be dominant (see §6.1 & §6.2). The contribution from the dust heated by interstellar radiation field has been suggested previously to account for up to 50 to 70% of the FIR luminosity (see Lonsdale-Persson & Helou 1987 , Sauvage & Thuan 1992 , Xu & Helou 1996 . This claim does not seem entirely consistent with our finding that an overwhelming majority of both the field and starburst galaxies obey the same linear radio-FIR relation (see §3 and §6.2). A possible explanation may be that the cirrus is heated by non-ionizing UV photons from relatively massive stars, so that even the cirrus tracks the population of stars producing the radio emission (Xu 1990 ).
1.4 GHz Radio Luminosity and Star Formation Rate
The excellent linear correlation seen between the FIR and radio luminosity among the IRAS 2 Jy sample offers a possibility of deriving the star formation rate directly from the measured radio luminosity. Because of the significant scatter in the radio-FIR relation and possible non-linear effects discussed in §3, determining the star formation rate for any particular galaxy using its radio luminosity alone may be risky. The effect of the scatter is substantially reduced, however, when the radio LF is integrated over luminosity in deriving the radio luminosity density. Further, the star formation density for a given volume can be determined with a greater accuracy if the integration is limited over the range of radio luminosity where the linear radio-FIR relation is secure.
Deriving the star-formation density from the radio continuum luminosity density for the general galaxy population also has to account for the possible contribution from radio AGNs. As shown in Figure 14 , the 1.4 GHz radio LF is dominated by the normal late type galaxies for L 1.4GHz ≤ 10
23
W Hz
−1 while the contribution by the "monsters" becomes significant only at L 1.4GHz ≥ 10 24 W Hz −1 . This bimodality is also clearly seen in the histogram of 1.4 GHz radio luminosity distribution for Condon's UGC sample shown in Figure 15 . Since the net AGN contribution is small and quantitatively well understood for L 1.4GHz ≤ 10 24 W Hz −1 , the star formation density for the local volume can be derived with some confidence from the radio luminosity density integrated up to this luminosity cutoff.
The integrated 1.4 GHz luminosity density derived from the IRAS 2 Jy sample for L 1.4GHz ≤ 10 24 W Hz −1 is 2.6 × 10 19 W Hz −1 Mpc −1 (see Figure 14) . The empirical conversion relation that links this 1.4 GHz luminosity density to the local star formation density of 0.015 ± 0.005
As discussed in §6.4, the main uncertainty in this relation comes from the estimate of the local star formation density. If the radio LF at a given epoch can be derived with sufficient accuracy, then the contribution by star forming galaxies and radio AGNs can be distinguished and the star formation density for the epoch can be derived using Eq. 14. Whether the dividing line between the starburst and AGN population near L 1.4GHz ∼ 10 23.5 W Hz −1 is constant or evolved over time is unknown at the moment, and it needs to be investigated by future studies. Ultimately, the cosmic star formation history free of any extinction effects may be derived using the radio emission from star forming galaxies and by tracking the evolution in their radio luminosity function.
Conclusions
By cross-correlating the IRAS Redshift Survey catalog and the NRAO VLA Sky Survey database, we have assembled a flux-limited complete sample of 1809 IRAS detected galaxies. This IRAS 2 Jy sample is 6 times larger in size and 5 times deeper in redshift coverage (z ≤ 0.15) than previous studies of radio and infrared properties of galaxies. In addition to obtaining the accurate positions of these IRAS sources, we have examined the well known radio-FIR correlation in detail. The principal conclusions from the analysis of the data are the following:
1. The radio-FIR correlation for the FIRselected galaxy sample is well described by a linear relation, and over 98% of the sample galaxies follow this linear radio-FIR correlation. The scatter in the linear relation is about 0.26 in dex, dominated by small systematic deviations involving a small number of galaxies at high and low luminosity ends.
2. A total of 23 "radio-excess" objects (radio AGNs) are found in our sample including three "radio-loud" objects PKS 1345+12, 3C 273, and NGC 1275. The frequency of radio-excess objects in our IRAS 2 Jy sample is 23/1809 = 1.3%, and radio-excess objects are rare among the FIRselected sample of normal and starburst galaxies. There are only 3 radio-excess objects among the 161 FIR-luminous (L 60µm ≥ 10 11.3 L ⊙ ) galaxies in the sample (3/161 = 1.9%). Therefore the frequency of radio AGNs appears to be independent of FIR luminosity.
3. The derived 1.4 GHz radio luminosity function and 60 µm luminosity function for the IRAS 2 Jy sample are both reasonably modeled as linear sums of two Schechter functions, one representing late type field galaxies and the second representing a starburst population. The presence of the second, high luminosity component in these LFs is a predictable outcome of the elevated M/L associated with the starburst population, and the Press-Schechter formulation of the structure formation can now be naturally extended to the interpretation of the radio and infrared LFs as well.
4. The radio-excess objects in our sample show evidence for the same highly enhanced radiation field as the infrared luminous galaxies in the infrared color-color diagrams. A systematic segregation of field galaxies, starburst galaxies, and radio AGNs is found in the mid-IR versus far-IR colorcolor diagram (Fig. 10) , where the radio AGNs show the largest observed S 25µm /S 60µm ratios. The total fraction of radio-excess objects among the galaxies with mid-IR enhancement is only about 10% (2/20) -similar to the frequency of radio-loud objects among the QSOs. The absence of mid-IR enhancement and radio-excess among the large majority of the IR luminous galaxies suggests that star formation is the dominant energy source in most cases.
5. A small number of infrared-excess objects are also identified by their departure from the radio-FIR relation (9 objects with q ≥ 3). Both dust-enshrouded AGNs and compact starbursts can explain their observed properties, and distinguishing the two may be difficult. The observed spatial extents of 50-100 pc favors the starburst explanation. In either case, this phase must be brief, perhaps lasting only a few percent of the IR luminous phase since these infrared-excess objects are extremely rare.
6. The integrated 60 µm luminosity density between L 60µm = 10
11 L ⊙ ) contribute less than 10% of the total. The derived local FIR luminosity density is (4.8 ± 0.5) × 10 7 L ⊙ Mpc −3 . The inferred extinction-free star-formation density for the local volume is 0.015 ± 0.005
7. The observed linear correlation between the FIR and radio luminosities in the IRAS 2 Jy sample offers a potentially useful method of deriving the star-formation rate using the measured radio luminosity density. A good separation found between star-forming galaxies and AGNs in the derived radio LF offers a promising possibility of tracing the evolution of the two populations separately by deriving their radio LFs at different epochs.
By examining the radio properties of a large sample of infrared selected galaxies, we have obtained a much better understanding of the extent of the radio-FIR correlation. We have also obtained a good quantitative understanding of the frequency and energetic importance of active galactic nuclei among the infrared selected galaxies and outlined the practical limits on using the radio continuum as a direct probe of star forming activity. This study can now serve as the basis for conducting deep radio, IR/submm, and optical surveys aimed at mapping the extinction-free cosmic-star formation history and the evolution of radio AGNs. Gray filled circles identify the radio-excess objects (see §4.2). The remaining ∼1750 objects (out of 1809) lie very close to the linear relation, and the rms scatter of the data is less than 0.26 in dex. The solid line marks the average value of q = 2.34 while the dotted lines delineate the "radio-excess" (below) and "infrared-excess" (above) objects, delineated for having 5 times larger radio and infrared flux density than the expected values from the linear radio-FIR relation, respectively. Soifer et al. (1987) and an ensemble of data ("S17") analyzed by Saunders et al. (1990) , respectively. The long dashed lines correspond to the two Schechter fits for the high and low luminosity objects listed in Table 5 . The solid line is the resulting linear sum of the two Schechter functions. The dotted curve represents the double power-law LF derived from an earlier version of the IRAS redshift survey sample by Yahil et al. (1991) using a density-independent determination method. (c) The V /V m plot for the IRAS 60µm luminosity distribution. The V /V m analysis suggests that the highest and the lowest luminosity bins are not well sampled and may suffer a completeness problem. Table 6 ). The two solid lines indicate the bestfit curves of the Schechter form listed in Table 7 . (b) The 1.4 GHz radio luminosity function. Filled circles represent the IRAS 2 Jy sample while the open circles and squares represent the 1.4 GHz LFs for the "starburst" and "monsters" from Condon (1989) , respectively. The solid line is the best fit Schechter function for the low luminosity objects only (see Table 7 ). (c) The V /V m plot for the 1.4 GHz radio luminosity distribution. The error bars are statistical and may not be accurate for bins with small number of counts. The V /V m analysis suggests that the highest and the lowest luminosity bins are not well sampled and may suffer a completeness problem. Fig. 9 .-IRAS mid-IR to far-IR color-color diagram for our IRAS 2 Jy Sample. Large filled circles correspond to infrared luminous galaxies with L 60µ ≥ 10 11.3 L ⊙ (see Table 1 ). The low luminosity, late type galaxies in the field are plotted in small dots. The large diamonds identify the "radio-excess" objects (radio AGNs; Table 2 ). The twin broken parallel lines trace the area occupied by "normal galaxies" as identified by Helou (1986) , and the curved solid line is the theoretical trajectory of mixed composition dust under increasing mean radiation field calculated by Désert (1986) , from solar neighborhood intensity ("cirrus", lower right) to several hundred times larger radiation field (upper left). Fig. 10 .-IRAS far-IR versus mid-IR color-color plot for the IRAS 2 Jy sample. The S 60µm /S 100µm ratio is translated into dust temperature assuming emissivity index β = 1 (see Helou et al. 1988) . All the symbols are the same as in Figure 9 . The thin vertical line marks the proposed division for the infrared Seyferts (S 25µm /S 60µm ≥ 0.18) by de Grijp et al. (1985) . The thick solid line represents the color evolution track for a model starburst galaxy from Efstathiou et al. (2000) , starting at zero age on the top right corner to 72 Myr old starburst at the end (see their Fig. 2 for more detail) . (Soifer et al. 1987 ) and the sample "S17" of Saunders et al. (1990) . (Gallego et al. 1995 , Tresse & Maddox 1998 , Yan et al. 1999 ) and UV continuum (Lilly et al. 1996 , Madau et al. 1996 , Connolly et al. 1997 , Steidel et al. 1999 ) luminosity density, respectively. All UV density derived values are scaled up by a factor of three to correct for extinction (see Steidel et al. 1999) . The large empty square represents the SFR estimated for the faint submm population at z = 1 ∼ 3 (Barger et al. 1999) . The large filled circle represents the local star formation density derived from the integrated FIR luminosity density, which agrees very well with the SFR derived from Hα measurement by Gallego et al. (1995) . Two representative models of the star formation evolution by Blain et al. (1999; dashed line) and by Tan et al. (1999; solid line) are also shown after a re-normalization to the new estimate of the current star formation rate. Fig. 14. -A comparison of the cumulative luminosity density for the 1.4 GHz radio luminosity functions for the IRAS 2 Jy sample with those of the "starbursts & spirals" and "monsters" in the UGC sample studied by Condon (1989) . While radio AGNs with lower luminosity are present, they do not contribute significantly to the integrated radio luminosity density below L 1.4GHz ≈ 10 24 W Hz −1 . Fig. 15 .-Histogram of 1.4 GHz radio luminosity distribution for the UGC galaxies studied by Condon (1989) . The "starbursts" and "monsters" show a relatively clean bimodal separation with a dividing line near L 1.4GHz ≈ 10 23 W Hz −1 . 
